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performance-improvement solution.

Eclipsys revenue cycle and financial systems, or part of an integrated budgeting solution, working with existing can be implemented as a stand-alone Leader for Budgeting. Sunrise EPSi budgeting has been named KLAS’ 2007 Category budgeting into one system. The solution integrating payroll, non-salary and capital dramatically improves the efficiency and is a Web-based, distributed module that Eclipsys’ Sunrise EPSi

scheduling module enables staff to easily book and manage appointments for multiple locations and resources across acute and ambulatory environments.

www.eclipsys.com/solutions

Budgeting Systems

Sunrise Access Manager™ integrates financial and clinical operations across the enterprise so information can be captured and validated once and available electronically throughout each stage of the patient visit. It helps match administrative workflows with managed care and regulatory compliance, supporting maximum reimbursement. The integrated scheduling module enables staff to easily book and manage appointments for multiple locations and resources across acute and ambulatory environments.

www.eclipsys.com/solutions

“Real Value” ISBT-128 from Digi-Trax

+FREE lifetime Zebra & Sato printer service.
+HemoTrax™ stand-alone includes:
-ALL ISBT-128 product codes
-Fully Validated and Regularly Updated.
+Our US interfaced product v3.0.1 eliminates manual data transfer errors.

Click to see demo or contact your Digi-Trax representative at 800-356-6126 info@digi-trax.com www.digi-trax.com

Call Centers/Interactive Voice Response/Telephone Triage

Clinical Solutions has developed IntellieCS™, a suite of software applications that provide healthcare organizations with the ability to improve the accessibility of healthcare support and advice to patients. Recognized as market leaders our solutions are being used to help healthcare professionals safely and consistently determine a patient’s symptoms, directing them to the most appropriate level of care, within a range of environments including nursing triage and urgent care provision through to those involved in the management of chronic diseases. Our applications, developed by an experienced team of front-line clinicians and expert software developers, our now providing flexible scalable solutions for the world’s healthcare markets.

www.csdss.com 888-461-9206

Claims Processors/Clearinghouses/EDI

Emdeon Business Services empowers healthcare providers through innovative revenue cycle management solutions by tapping the most complete network of payers, providers, and resources in the healthcare industry. Our uniquely efficient services Simplify the Business of Healthcare to save our clients time and money.

www.emdeon.com

institsales@emdeon.com
877.EMDEON.6

Bar Coding/RID

WaveMark provides inventory management solutions to hospitals, hospital networks and device manufacturers. Committed to controlling the costs of managing high value medical supplies, WaveMark leverages RFID technology to deliver accurate, real-time visibility into on-hand inventory and device utilization information. WaveMark is a hosted solution available on a subscription basis.

877-4-WAVEMARK.
www.wavemark.net

Cardiology Systems

For nearly a decade, over 100,000 users and many of the top Academic Medical Centers and prominent Physician Groups throughout the US rely on ClaimLogic as their trusted EDI and Revenue Cycle Management partner. ClaimLogic’s full service web enabled products and services such as EMC claims, eligibility, ERA, Automated secondary billing, Claim Status Inquiry, EOB to 835 conversions, enhanced reporting and other ancillary EDI tools deliver top line results and bottom line cost efficiencies to all facets of the medical industry.

Please visit www.ClaimLogic.com or call 866.252.4656.

WEB Coding/RID

RelayHealth’s financial network is one of the few in the industry to have earned full accreditation from the Electronic Healthcare Network Accreditation Commission (EHNAC). RelayHealth has established leadership in real-time financial transactions, processing more than 1.48 billion transactions annually. For ambulatory settings, RelayHealth’s Ambulatory Claims Manager improves claims management processes by identifying errors before submission, reducing payor rejections, and shortening payment cycles through online billing connectivity services. Clinical codes are checked against a comprehensive database of rules.

www.relayhealth.com
800-778-6711

Information That Counts

WaveMark provides inventory management solutions to hospitals, hospital networks and device manufacturers. Committed to controlling the costs of managing high value medical supplies, WaveMark leverages RFID technology to deliver accurate, real-time visibility into on-hand inventory and device utilization information. WaveMark is a hosted solution available on a subscription basis.

877-4-WAVEMARK.
www.wavemark.net

Kardia Health Systems has developed the first cardiology lab management solution that meets or exceeds best practices for patient scheduling, acquisition, interpretation and clinical reporting. The web-based collective intelligence software is cost-effective, easy to learn and maintain, and meets HIPAA guidelines and accreditation standards. Built-in automated prompts based on an existing cardiovascular disease knowledge-base offer suggested impressions for individual patients, helping cardiology professionals deliver consistently superior care and improving the efficiencies of the practice.

Visit www.KardiaHealth.com
Emdeon Business Services empowers healthcare providers through innovative revenue cycle management solutions by tapping the most complete network of payers, providers, and resources in the healthcare industry. Our uniquely efficient services Simplify the Business of Healthcare to save our clients time and money.

www.emdeon.com
instsales@emdeon.com
877.EMDEON.6

RelayHealth offers financial settlement connectivity services that expedite payor reimbursement and reduce days in A/R. ePREMIS® improves claims management with advanced editing services that accelerate cash flow and improve staff productivity through reduced claim errors, ability to handle out-of-cycle edit requirements, and complete integration with Medicare DDE. Organizations typically find claim return-to-provider rates cut by 90%. An operational dashboard graphically reveals claims status giving hospital management information to better manage and understand the financial position of their organization.

www.relayhealth.com
800-778-6711

Emdeon Business Services is a leading provider of Clinical Management Solutions that join thousands of laboratories, hospitals, pharmacies and physicians. The Emdeon Clinical family of services enhances physician office productivity, improves patient care and reduces costs, all by streamlining electronic hospital and laboratory orders, reports, and prescription management.

www.emdeon.com
clinicalmanagement@emdeon.com
800.753.7248, ext. 2019

3M Health Information Systems provides software solutions and consulting services that can help healthcare organizations improve their performance along the entire continuum of care and enable an electronic patient record. Recognized as a world leader in medical record coding, grouping and abstracting systems, we can help healthcare providers deliver quality care and achieve appropriate reimbursement through solutions that help create, manage and store patient documents, coordinate patient care, streamline the revenue cycle, and facilitate compliance.

www.3mhis.com
800 367 2447
MIDAS+™ Seeker automates the labor-intensive credentialing and privileging processes to better ensure compliance with Joint Commission and NCQA accreditation standards while also providing a comprehensive system including online appointment and privileging, Web querying, meeting management and GME tracking. It is ideally suited for multi-user workflow, automated communications, unlimited reporting capabilities, and customization of credentialing processes. It provides a streamlined, paperless method for data collection and management, virtually eliminating the need for duplication of effort.

www.midasplus.com

MIDAS+™ Seeker

Eclipsys CPOE solutions are used by more physicians than any other systems. Embedded evidence-based clinical content is combined with customizable rules, alerts and views and innovative order reconciliation capabilities to help ensure physicians and other providers have the information they need, how and when they need it – within the hospital or clinic, physician office or home, or anywhere else via a secure Internet connection.

www.eclipsys.com/solutions

Eclipsys CPOE Systems

How did a Georgia medical practice go paperless with more than 500,000 existing medical records in less than 50 days? They used simplifyMD.

Turn-key, all-inclusive, pay as you go. Avoid high costs, complexity, and frustration. Spend less time at the office, enjoy smoother patient flow, and take home more money.

Learn about our unprecedented success guarantee at www.simplifyMD.com.

www.simplifyMD.com

simplifyMD

3M Health Information Systems provides software solutions and consulting services that can help healthcare organizations improve their performance along the entire continuum of care and enable an electronic patient record. Recognized as a world leader in medical record coding, grouping and abstracting systems, we can help healthcare providers deliver quality care and achieve appropriate reimbursement through solutions that help create, manage and store patient documents, coordinate patient care, streamline the revenue cycle, and facilitate compliance.

www.3mhis.com
800 367 2447

3M Health Information Systems

InterSystems Caché is the leading database in healthcare around the world. It is used by:

• All of the top ten “Best Hospitals in the U.S.”, as ranked by the leading magazine U.S. News and World Report.

• Seventy percent of the clinical laboratories in the United States.

• Six of the top ten healthcare application vendors in the United States.

• Nearly every major hospital around the world.

www.InterSystems.com

InterSystems Caché

3M Health Information Systems provides software solutions and consulting services that can help healthcare organizations improve their performance along the entire continuum of care and enable an electronic patient record. Recognized as a world leader in medical record coding, grouping and abstracting systems, we can help healthcare providers deliver quality care and achieve appropriate reimbursement through solutions that help create, manage and store patient documents, coordinate patient care, streamline the revenue cycle, and facilitate compliance.

www.3mhis.com
800 367 2447

3M Health Information Systems

InterSystems Caché
Meta Health Technology is a full-service provider of software solutions that automate and augment critical HIM functions, including abstracting and coding, physician query, chart tracking, deficiency management, release of information, document management, electronic signature and department management. Meta has served the healthcare industry exclusively for 30 years. You’ll benefit from Meta’s proven implementation methodology and our track record for delivering on-time, on-budget results. Our professionals can handle every aspect of implementation, freeing your staff to focus on other important initiatives.

www.metasolutions.com
800-334-6840
www.thessigroup.com

How did a Georgia medical practice go paperless with more than 500,000 existing medical records in less than 50 days? They used simplifyMD.

Turn-key, all-inclusive, pay as you go. Avoid high costs, complexity, and frustration. Spend less time at the office, enjoy smoother patient flow, and take home more money.

Learn about our unprecedented success guarantee at www.simplifyMD.com.

www.midasplus.com
800-500-8614
www.idssite.com

www.midasplus.com
800-334-6840

www.medplus.com

800-881-2739

www.thessigroup.com

www.CliniComp.com
800-350-8202
**MEDecision**

MEDecision offers collaborative health care management solutions that provide a simplified and smart way to manage the health of members and member populations which can improve the quality and affordability of care. Based on state-of-the-art technology, MEDecision’s solutions include Alineo™, a collaborative health care management platform for managing case, disease and utilization management and Nexalign™, a collaborative health care information exchange service.

For more information, please visit www.MEDecision.com.

**MedPlus’ Care360™**

MedPlus’ Care360™ is unique in its integration of e-prescribing, labs and clinical messaging. View patient problem lists, lab and medication history on one screen. Features: pharmacy database (including direct mail), drug-drug interactions, scripts written by other providers, and longitudinal graphs of lab and medication history to better facilitate patient management.

www.medplus.com

**NextGen Healthcare**

NextGen Healthcare is a leading provider of EMR and practice management software. Ideal for the multi-provider enterprise or the solo practitioner, NextGen® EMR is proven to increase efficiencies, improve care and cut costs.

NextGen® EMR creates high-quality electronic medical records. This comprehensive system facilitates clinical workflow, manages outcomes data and interfaces to labs, hospitals, and pharmacies.

NextGen® EPM streamlines front- and back-office administration. This enterprise system includes registration, scheduling, billing and reporting functionalities.

http://www.nextgen.com

**Henry Schein Medical Systems**

Henry Schein Medical Systems provides the mature, cost-efficient MicroMD practice management and EMR solutions that have helped physician practices of all sizes—from solo practices to multi-specialty medical groups and community health centers to billing services—enhance operational efficiency, increase profitability and improve patient care.

www.micromd.com

**Who gets it done.**

Quammen Group is healthcare's IT planning, assessment and implementation partner.

We offer full-service, objective information system and business consulting to healthcare organizations nationwide.

quammengroup.com

**Sage software**

Sage Software solutions like Intergy EHR by Sage and the Intergy by Sage practice management system can optimize your patients’ experience and enhance your bottom line. This integrated duo is the platinum standard in EHR and practice management. With cross-functional features that promote proactive task management, the Intergy Suite can help increase revenue, decrease denials, and enhance the practice's ability to provide high quality patient care.

Visit www.sagehealth.com to learn more.
Wellsoft EDIS – Ranked #1 in KLAS 11 times. Fast, intuitive navigation. EDIS at its Best since 1988. Features: triage, tracking, clinical documentation, coding/charge capture, discharge instructions, Rx, order entry/results, reports, image capture. Integrated Medication System includes med rec, dosing calculator, drug/allergy checking. Provides for increased patient safety in the ED while complying with new JCAHO requirements. Core Measures Mgmt Tool for compliance with CMS regulations. Complete on-site implementation/training provided. Superlative 24/7 support.

www.wellsoft.com
800-597-9909

Financial Systems/Revenue Cycle Management
CareMedic
Easy is done. You’ve conquered the revenue cycle basics, and now it’s time to dig deeper to improve your financial results. CareMedic’s innovative blend of technology-enabled services and configurable solutions will help you reach the next level of value in your revenue cycle. Find out today how to uncover the hard cash.

www.caremedic.com
800-508-8494

DaVincian Technologies
The goal of every hospital is 100% registration accuracy and a zero denial rate. Guardian™ rules based automation was developed to enable our customers to meet that goal. Guardian™ prevents denials by placing monitors at the points of registration, pre-registration, and scheduling. Throughout the life cycle of a patient service, Guardian™ ensures hospital and payer policies impacting payment are met before a service is provided, assuring complete and timely reimbursement.

Please visit us at ANI Booth 1649

Eclipsys advanced revenue cycle and financial performance-improvement solutions help improve cash flow, reduce A/R days, maximize reimbursement and support strategic planning. Back-end Business Office processes are moved to the forefront, integrated with enterprise registration and scheduling capabilities to reduce costs associated with unauthorized services and mismanaged resources. Executive decision-makers are supported by “Best in KLAS” business decision support solutions that help them effectively manage the business of healthcare.

www.eclipsys.com/solutions

Emdeon Business Services empowers healthcare providers through innovative revenue cycle management solutions by tapping the most complete network of payers, providers, and resources in the healthcare industry. Our uniquely efficient services Simplify the Business of Healthcare to save our clients time and money.

www.emdeon.com
instsales@emdeon.com
877.EMDEON.6

Keane enabling transformation
Is your current technology limiting your ability to keep ahead of the rapid changes in healthcare IT? Then talk to Keane. For over 30 years, Keane’s enterprise healthcare solutions have been helping clients achieve revenue cycle improvements and higher quality patient care. Our fully integrated healthcare information systems and IT services help healthcare organizations better manage their IT operations.

Keane’s integrated Healthcare Information Systems include Patcom, our industry renowned Revenue Cycle Management solution, as well as Financial, Patient Care, Clinical, and Long-Term Care solutions.

www.keane.com/hsd
800-699-6773 x5329

RelayHealth offers financial clearance connectivity services to address growing uncompensated care. RevRunner® promotes timely reimbursement for patient services, ranging from verification of insurance eligibility to maintaining payment plans that aid in the collection of self-pay balances. Additionally, healthcare organizations use the innovative services to find coverage or financial assistance for patients needing assistance and ensure compensation is received for patients with insurance. RelayHealth’s comprehensive financial services portfolio also includes financial settlement services with claims management and online business office services.

www.relayhealth.com
800-778-6711

Sage Software solutions like Intergy EHR by Sage and the Intergy by Sage practice management system can optimize your patients’ experience and enhance your bottom line. This integrated duo is the platinum standard in EHR and practice management. With cross-functional features that promote proactive task management, the Intergy Suite can help increase revenue, decrease denials, and enhance the practice’s ability to provide high quality patient care.

Visit www.sagehealth.com to learn more.

3M Health Information Systems provides software solutions and consulting services that can help healthcare organizations improve their performance along the entire continuum of care and enable an electronic patient record. Recognized as a world leader in medical record coding, grouping and abstracting systems, we can help healthcare providers deliver quality care and achieve appropriate reimbursement through solutions that help create, manage and store patient documents, coordinate patient care, streamline the revenue cycle, and facilitate compliance.

www.3mhis.com
800 367 2447

www.3mhis.com
800 367 2447


Please visit us at ANI Booth 1649
Sunrise Enterprise™ helps integrate operations and improve clinical, financial and satisfaction outcomes across the healthcare continuum. From the emergency, critical and acute care environments to outpatient clinics, physician offices and even connecting with patients at home. Sunrise Enterprise’s open architecture and objects-based application development technology provide a solid foundation for an enterprise-wide IT solution. Embedded evidence-based clinical content, best-practice workflows and customizable views combine to create an integrated, comprehensive solution for organizations of virtually any size.

www.eclipsys.com/solutions

Keane enabling transformation

Is your current technology limiting your ability to keep ahead of the rapid changes in healthcare IT? Then talk to Keane. For over 30 years, Keane’s enterprise healthcare solutions have been helping clients achieve revenue cycle improvements and higher quality patient care. Our fully integrated healthcare information systems and IT services help healthcare organizations better manage their IT operations.

Keane’s integrated Healthcare Information Systems include Patcom, our industry-renowned Revenue Cycle Management solution, as well as Financial, Patient Care, Clinical, and Long-Term Care solutions.

www.keane.com/hsd
800-699-6773 x5329

Kronos Incorporated empowers organizations around the world to effectively manage their workforce. Kronos for Healthcare allows organizations to reduce labor costs, increase productivity, and improve employee satisfaction. This integrated suite includes solutions for labor productivity, supplemental labor management, scheduling, absence management, time and attendance, human resources, payroll, selection and hiring, and analytics.

www.kronos.com
(800) 225-1561

RelayHealth Virtual Information Exchange, is a patient-centered connectivity platform supporting care delivery. Results distribution provides actionable information exchange between physician and patient. Secure online messaging services also include prescribing, colleague to colleague, and reimbursable clinical consultations (webVisit®). Personal health records, bill management and multimedia patient education online connectivity. Organizations can configure the service to integrate with physician office workflows. RelayHealth connects patients, hospitals, clinicians, allied healthcare professionals, health plans, employers and pharmacies... establishing a complete connected community.

www.relayhealth.com
800-778-6711

SecureWorks, one of the leading Security as a Service providers, has seen an 85% increase in the number of attempted attacks directed toward its healthcare clients since this time last year. SecureWorks, focused exclusively on security services, is positioned in the Leader’s Quadrant in Gartner’s Magic Quadrant for Managed Security Services Providers (MSSPs). SecureWorks clients are protected through a combination of on-demand Security Management platform, applied research from the SecureWorks Counter Threat Unit™ and 24x7 monitoring and management by GIAC-certified experts.

For more information contact us at info@secureworks.com or healthcare@secureworks.com.

dbMotion is a premier provider of healthcare information integration software that facilitates interoperability and health information exchange (HIE) for health information networks and integrated healthcare delivery systems. The SOA-based dbMotion℠ Solution gives caregivers and information systems secure access to integrated patient records composed from data maintained at disparate facilities with no common data-sharing technology. The solution is field-proven having been implemented in demanding environments since 2001 – serving millions of patients and integrating billions of individual records of clinical information.

For more information visit www.dbmotion.com, E-mail: info-us@dbmotion.com, Phone: (412) 605-1952 or (866) 409-5723

NEOTOOL’s interface engine greatly simplifies healthcare connections for hospitals, imaging centers, labs, clinics, and vendors. The NEOTOOL interface engine works with all versions of HL7, Continuity of Care Record, ELINCS, XML…

Visit www.neotool.com or email info@neotool.com to experience the NEOTOOL way of simplifying healthcare connections.

Register to receive the most valuable healthcare integration resource – NEOTOOL’s HL7 Reference Guide.
CareNav offers healthcare providers state-of-the-art, two-way patient information management tools that create a collaborative environment for patient and caregiver while encouraging patients with chronic medical needs to play a greater role in managing their health through integrated Personal Health Records.

Our CareLink and PathFinder products are anchored in the consumer-facing technology people expect and demand in all facets of their lives including After Visit Summaries, patient messaging and plan adherence alerts.

www.CareNav.com  
866-798-7490

MIDAS+™ JRepository is a full-featured, browser based tool that facilitates what is otherwise a labor-intensive process to ensure a continuous state of readiness for a Joint Commission accreditation survey. Designed for workgroups, MIDAS+ JRepository automates the Joint Commission and remediation processes, increases regulatory intelligence, and provides all the tools you need to maintain continuous compliance. Features include an organization-wide self assessment, focused assessments, custom assessments for use with any Joint Commission CAM or state standard set, and an emergency management and competency module.

www.midasplus.com

Sunrise Laboratory™ helps increase lab productivity and decrease costs through intuitive workflow and data management. It provides Web-based access to complete lab orders, results, reports, laboratory supplies and a catalog of services. Available as a solution for a hospital or a stand-alone lab, Sunrise Laboratory enables healthcare organizations to provide a full range of lab services internally or to an outreach population. An FDA-approved Blood Bank IT solution is also available.

www.eclipsys.com/solutions

SCC Soft Computer provides large hospitals and laboratories with integrated clinical software solutions. SCC’s Laboratory Information Systems Suite includes the Company’s flagship LIS, SoftLab. SoftLab has been recognized as the market standard for its robust functionality and ease of instrument interfacing, including robotics. In addition to the Laboratory Information Systems Suite, SCC offers information systems suites for Genetics, Outreach, Blood Services, Radiology, and Pharmacy.

www.softcomputer.com

Keane’s enterprise healthcare solutions have been helping clients achieve revenue cycle improvements and higher quality patient care. Our fully integrated healthcare information systems and IT services help healthcare organizations better manage their IT operations. Keane’s integrated Healthcare Information Systems include Patcom, our industry renowned Revenue Cycle Management solution, as well Financial, Patient Care, Clinical, and Long-Term Care solutions.

www.keane.com/hsd  
800-699-6773 x5329

Kronos Incorporated empowers organizations around the world to effectively manage their workforce. Kronos for Healthcare allows long term care providers to reduce labor costs, increase productivity, and improve employee satisfaction while supporting quality resident care with a quality workforce. Our comprehensive suite of applications includes solutions for selection and hiring, labor productivity, scheduling, time and attendance, human resources, payroll, and analytics.

www.kronos.com  
(800) 225-1561

McKesson Health Solutions helps healthcare organizations:

- improve care management processes
- maximize medical claims management
- facilitate provider contracting
- identify fraud and abuse
- manage chronic health conditions
- guide appropriateness of care decisions
- estimate risk and forecast future needs

800.782.1334  
McKesson.com
Software Guide

Medical Errors Prevention/Patient Safety

MIDAS+ DataVision™ is a powerful clinical decision support system designed for healthcare decision makers to analyze clinical outcomes, processes of care and coding compliance. Using one of the most intuitive reporting tools in the marketplace, users can drill down to encounter and provider detail and access online benchmark comparison data for thousands of clinical metrics. This performance measurement system is the Cadillac of all Joint Commission and CMS regulatory solutions in the marketplace today.

www.midasplus.com

Mobile Technology

MDA TransQuest

MDA TransQuest, the real-time, wireless, patient transport dispatch system, provides comprehensive data on transportation within your hospital. This proven system is the critical link in dispatching, managing and tracking transportation. You’ll quickly realize these benefits:

- Improved Productivity and Profitability
- Real-Time Information
- Precise Fit to Your Hospital
- Decision Support through Meaningful Reporting
- Maximized Existing Infrastructure & Decreased Costs
- Improved Patient Experiences

For more information contact MDA Technologies at (703) 730.9444 or visit www.mdatransquest.com.

Outsourcing Services

ClickON® Reimbursement

Underpayment Management Services can help your business office reclaim underpayments and negotiate more profitable contracts. Re-energize your revenue stream with self-pay/insurance recovery, paper claims editing/printing/mailing and hospital billing services.

800-881-2739
www.thessigroup.com

PACS/Radiology/Enterprise Image Management

KODAK CARESTREAM RIS

A Frost & Sullivan 2008 award winner, Carestream Health's RIS offers flexible integration with other information systems. Its architecture easily supports site-specific customization that persists through subsequent software upgrades. Fully-featured including referring physician portal, full teleradiology solution, radiologist productivity tools, seamlessly integrated voice recognition, MQSA reporting module, and a wide variety of results distribution options. Integration of lean-thinking principles and knowledge of radiology environment result in a highly efficient, world class workflow.

ris.carestreamhealth.com

Patient Education Systems

RelayHealth Patient Education Programs connect consumers with comprehensive reliable healthcare information. Covering an extensive array of medical conditions and procedures in plain language, vibrant and detailed health education services are available online. Over 5,000 health topics and 6,000 medication products, are written and reviewed by board-certified healthcare professionals from leading healthcare organizations and are available by phone, DVD multimedia, digital animations, print or Internet download. Patients can choose the delivery method that's best suited to their needs.

www.relayhealth.com
800-778-6711

PACS/Radiology/Enterprise Image Management

Sage Software solutions like Intergy EHR by Sage and the Intergy by Sage practice management system can optimize your patients' experience and enhance your bottom line. This integrated duo is the platinum standard in EHR and practice management. With cross-functional features that promote proactive task management, the Intergy Suite can help increase revenue, decrease denials, and enhance the practice's ability to provide high quality patient care.

Visit www.sagehealth.com to learn more.

NextGen® EPM

NextGen Healthcare is the award-winning provider of fully integrated practice management and EMR solutions. Ideal for the large enterprise or a small practice, NextGen® EPM automates administration and streamlines scheduling, registration, reporting, and billing.

NextGen® EPM is proven to cut costs and increase revenue—delivering a healthy return on investment.

www.nextgen.com

Patient Throughput/Bed Management

MIDAS+ BedReady

MIDAS+™ BedReady is a full-featured capacity management/patient throughput application providing workflow and productivity tools for bed management, housekeeping, and transport staff, resulting in reduced ED wait times, improved bed turnover and increased patient satisfaction. Real-time monitoring of bed capacity and throughput is available for administrators and managers, as well as a complete set of reporting tools for continuous improvement of the patient throughput process.

www.midasplus.com

Pharmacy/Prescription Systems

ECLIPSYS

Sunrise Medication Management™ is an end-to-end information solution that tightly integrates every stage of medication management, including physician order entry, pharmacist verification and dispensing, and nurse medication administration and documentation. Every aspect of medication management automation is delivered on a single platform and shared database, preventing delays or miscommunication of vital information. Features include complete orders reconciliation, integrated pharmacy, point-of-care bar-code medication administration, prescription writer, electronic medication administration record (eMAR), and orders-to-flowsheets.

www.eclipsys.com/solutions

Practice Management Systems

NextGen Healthcare

NextGen Healthcare is the award-winning provider of fully integrated practice management and EMR solutions. Ideal for the large enterprise or a small practice, NextGen® EPM automates administration and streamlines scheduling, registration, reporting, and billing.

NextGen® EPM is proven to cut costs and increase revenue—delivering a healthy return on investment.

www.nextgen.com
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Website</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pulse Systems, Inc.</td>
<td><a href="http://www.pulseinc.com">www.pulseinc.com</a></td>
<td>800-444-0882</td>
<td>Pulse Systems is a premier healthcare software organization whose software applications include e-prescribing, document imaging, and care management. Pulse addresses the individual needs of each client with an experienced and skilled group of professionals committed to total satisfaction. Comprehensive consulting, education, training and client care are all provided to ensure that the implementation and utilization of our products will be a resounding success.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sage Software</td>
<td><a href="http://www.sagehealth.com">www.sagehealth.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sage Software solutions like Intergy EHR by Sage and the Intergy by Sage practice management system can optimize your patients’ experience and enhance your bottom line. This integrated duo is the platinum standard in EHR and practice management. With cross-functional features that promote proactive task management, the Intergy Suite can help increase revenue, decrease denials, and enhance the practice’s ability to provide high quality patient care. Visit <a href="http://www.sagehealth.com">www.sagehealth.com</a> to learn more.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FutureNet</td>
<td><a href="http://www.FutureNet-Tech.com">www.FutureNet-Tech.com</a></td>
<td>800-923-4258</td>
<td>FutureNet is the industry’s most reliable ASP dictation/transcription platform (ten years with no downtime other than for scheduled maintenance). Our full feature dictation, typing and workflow management systems have everything you’re looking for, including back-end speech recognition with the Nuance Dragon engine. Contact us today for more information or an online demo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3M Health Information Systems</td>
<td><a href="http://www.3mhis.com">www.3mhis.com</a></td>
<td>800 367 2447</td>
<td>3M Health Information Systems provides software solutions and consulting services that can help healthcare organizations improve their performance along the entire continuum of care and enable an electronic patient record. Recognized as a world leader in medical record coding, grouping and abstracting systems, we can help healthcare providers deliver quality care and achieve appropriate reimbursement through solutions that help create, manage and store patient documents, coordinate patient care, streamline the revenue cycle, and facilitate compliance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crescendo</td>
<td><a href="http://www.crescendo.com">www.crescendo.com</a></td>
<td></td>
<td>From digital dictation and speech recognition to transcription and report distribution, Crescendo develops systems that enable the fast, cost-effective creation and management of medical documentation. As a pioneer in open standard technology and an international HL7 member, Crescendo has allowed thousands of healthcare facilities to achieve the cross-system integrations that are so critical to the quality of patient care.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medfusion</td>
<td><a href="http://www.medfusion.net">www.medfusion.net</a></td>
<td>877.599.5123</td>
<td>Medfusion’s enhanced communication solutions enable healthcare providers to offer superior service to their patients while improving office efficiency and generating revenue. Our robust solutions include pre-registration, appointment requests and reminders, outbound messaging, lab results delivery, prescription renewals, online bill payment, virtual office visits, and unique websites - virtually transforming communication with patients. Visit us today at <a href="http://www.medfusion.net">www.medfusion.net</a> or 877.599.5123.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>